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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

Over the last three decades, the fXJblic sector enterprises 

in India have grown at a phenomenal rate, absorbing a Considerably 

large proportion of proructive resources of the economy •. It is 

111ell known that the performa~Cf!' of p.Jblic enterprises, as compared 

to the lf:!rge q_Jan~m of productive resources, has_ b~en far from 

_sati,sfactory. The. poor perfgrmam:e of the flJt?lic enterp~ ses 

is a clear inrjicatiot! of inefficient use of the prcd.Jctive 

reewrces entl'Usted to them. 

The need to utilise procitctive resources rationally arises 

dJ~ to th¢r~c~city,, htlich. ~QJi;-es res~rces to be (a) allocated 
¥. 

optiwvallyJ ~) used efficiently.L~ibenstein in hi~ well known paper 

" Al~ocative vs X-efficiency " provi~ed ev~dences on the widesprea~ 

existence of resource use ineffic~ency, partiwli'lrly .in underdeveloped 

and. df:!veloping countries. He maintained that in p~actice, loss in 

ou~put and welfare arising w~ to misalloca~on of_l'faS04rcesis 

~ry small as compared to that arising ciJe to " Under Utilisation" 

of reswrces. 
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It is contended in this sb.Jdy that resource use 

inefficiency is massive in India, particularly, in the p..tblic 

sector enterprises. The object of present study is to evaluate 

the perfotmance of State Electricity Boards - the public 

enterprises operating in Indian polder generation ind.Jstry,..... 

in terms of resource use efficiency criterion. It is strange 

that the operation of State Electricity Boards has not attracted 

as~W\Uch public attention as other public enterprises have clone, 

even though the relative amount of the prod.Jctive resources 

involved in then is considerably large. 

This study is divided into three parts. Part one discusses 

importance of Resource use efficiency in context of industrial 

development in India. It also reviews the general performance 

of Indian electricity generation industry with a view to 

emphasise the need to study the resource use efficiency of the 

industry. 

Part two is devoted to the SJrvey of literature on the 

methodology to,;;~,meaeure the resource use efficiency. Part 

three contains the emperical content alongwith the implications 

and conclusions arising out of the study. 



P A R T 0 N E 

(A) IN!l.ISTRIAL DEVELOPMENT N\ID~SOUI\tEUSE. EF'nCIENCY IN INDIA 
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The history of economic development shows that a high rate 

of growth in industrial output has been the leading force 

behind the rapid and aastained economic development.- By •,. 

contrast, in most of the present developing countries, like 

India, the industrial growth rate has failed to rise at a 

rate high enough to en sure wstained development of their 

economies. 

The Indian economy has witnessed a persistent 

sluggishness in the growth rate of industrial output since 

the middle sixties. The rate of growth fell from the level 

0 f 7.~ wring 1955-65 to 3. 7% d.Jring the decade 1965-75. 

The inclu sic n of more recent years, when the performance 

has been slightly better, takes the rate of growth to the 

level of 4.3%. 

A number of hypothesis have been put forward to 

explain the deceleration in the gro11.rth of industrial outf11t• 

These can broadly be classified into two groups (a) those 
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emphasising the SJpply constraints (b) those anphasising 

the demand constraints. The supply constraints 111t fon~ard 

are mainly the non-availability of savings, foreign exchange,~nd 

agricultural inputs. The constraintsmentioned on the demand 

_side are 1 decline in import SJbstitution possibiliti_es 

and in public investment for t!le capital goods ir:td.l.strie_s. 

For the consumer goods industries, the constraint on demand 

has been eXplained by an ~neq.a~l distributio11 of ~come 

while the. hypothes~s rf!'lating to demettd ~onstrai.nts ~ave 

* be~n refUted,_ th17 position of the. economy in_. te~s of 

a.apply constraints has been improved considerably_. The 

CC)Untry has. been _able to build large ~eserves of food 

grainc; and foJ;"eign exchange and has stepped up the_ rates 

of savings and cap! tal formation ( Table 1_) to levels 

in access of many of the developed cwntries. 

*See Rangarajan 1982 and AV Desai 1981 for detailed 

di scu ssion s. 
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Oespi te a phenomenal increase in the rates of savings 

and capital formation, the groblth rate 0 f indJ strial 

output ha_s f~led to pic~. up •. A high rat~ of investment 

ass(Jcia~d llli~h ~- lotll ~~p.at ~ate implie~ a high 

~p~menta+. Cfl!Pit:~ outp;st ~estio. Tf:le ~nc~ment~l. 

c~pi t~ CJ~1:pu t ~atio ir:J .Indi~n ~ndu stry ha~ . been very 

high_ f?y int~mati(Jnal, sta~ard~ •. The JCOR ~n, the 

regi~r£!(1 industry .~ .constant price.s C. 19.70 ~- T.1 ) 

~a~ 7•5 8fld .5.6 _in. tne ~~con~ and thi~ p~S'ls _Eespe~ 

tively., In the. n~ ~e9~~' i~ J.nc~a~ed to abOIJ~. 1~. 

111_1? m!:JSl lOOR for twenty tUJ incilstriali_sed .count;t'i~s 

• ~as 4.~ .• _f!'le high l~'!el of:' .I~R is ;n~ic,atiye of ~or 

utilisation of the. most scarce pmt;Lc~~~ facto~ n~mely 

capit.a1 •. It is (JJite likely that other prowctive factors . ' - . . . ~ . . . - . -- . ~ ·-

P;'C?P~~ly, contributing to slow gmwth of indJStrial 

output • 

* Ran gar a jan 1982. 
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The !COR has been particularly high in the public sector 

industries. For the SEf!le line of manufacturing, the !COR 

has been higher for public sector ind.Jstries than the 

private sector industries as depicted in table 2. 

The high level of IlllR in publi.c sector industries 

shows massive under utilisation and poor maintenance of 

capital. High capital to output ratios could, ofcourse, 

reflect artificially inflated investment costs - which 

covers bribes and other SJch factors that lead to escalation 

of capital good prices. BJt low utilisation of actual physical 

* capacity is alae undoubtedly a factor. Thele are evidences 

of poor utilisation of other productive resources namely 

raw material and labour, besices that of capital. 

• Various Annual Reports on the working of industrial and 
commercial undertakings of Central Government. 
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. The costs. of almost all _public sector underteldngs are too 

tligh and thisbears no relation to the original. detailed 

p~jec~. repo:r;t cos_ts or. even to _the yam;- by year revised 

_d~ay~ ~n set~in,g_ Ul;l p~ants, an. lJnuSJally l1igh level of 

inventories, persistent labour problms recording_ ~nsi~ 

~rable _l.Qss ~n ~n hot:J_r~. ~.1). th~e _factors. are a pointer 

to. th~ ~aJ:Lut~y chaotic sta;e_ qf_ ~af11;1ge~en1;_ in Pt:Jblic . 

sector _enterp_rl_~s and gmssly -~neffici~t ut~l~sa~on Qf 

:the large p:r;oJ):Ir~on of prowctive reaJurces allocated to 

public sector enterprises. 

of 
. I~ has been argued. tha~ incomp~tance,.Indian Corporate 

~t~rprise, parti«1!1arly publiC. enterp~is~, ls. clte to the 

p~eyaf4yeness Qf the demons_trat~r1 effect in_ the Indiar:t 

economy. Our long colonial and commercial contact with the 
"" • • • • • $ - --. • '·. - - • - -- ' • ' • - • --- - - •• ·~ -- • ' 

blest ha~ Projected_ advanc;:ed living standards v~ vidly O!"l 

~he minds of our affluent classes ~nd the example-11as fittered 

right dol!n our continuous S()Cial hierarchy to the m~ases~ The 

c()flseqtJence for the develot:Dent process has ~eer:t a perperb.Jal 

clamour for rising "!a_ges and growing opportunities for middle ., 
class employment regardless (Jf proriJc_tivity,,. prcv,isicn cf 

these has become a major political imperative. Employment 

maximisation, at the cost of productivity and profitability 
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is now, consciously or unconciously, en objective of all 

p.ablic enterprises 1 it constrains managerial decisions 

and blunts the drive for productive efficiency gnong taorkers. 

It induces a minimum 11:0rk ethic, since to work hard is to 

deprive somebody of !fl additional job, besides reducing the 

possibility of overtime earnings. ProciJction in this kind 

of atmosphere, is wled not by production functions but by 

ParkinaJn's law. In private enterprises, the neceSSities of 

SJrvival in marl<et operates as a check on inefficiency. No 

such countervailing force exists in the p.ablic sector. 

A high level of inefficiency in public sector enterprises, 

particularly those producing strategic inputs like steel, 

Cement, Coal and Electricity, has far reaching implications 

for industrial and overall economic development. Inefficiency 

in these inciJstries rea.Jlts not only in loss of output due to 

- inadeq.~acy of these inputs, but also to cost escalations and 

inflation through linkage effect. As the public sector has 

captured more of the " Commanding heic;jlts " of the economy, 

since 1965, its paralysing effect of the linked industries has 
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become far- reaching and wide ranging throughout the entiiG 

industrial system. 

prqc;lJctivit~es, f:lf:lve_ re§iUlted ~n massive lo'iJseS _in publ~c 

become a major drain on the ~get. Since Government's 
' ~ ~· • . ·- ' •. • • ' • • • ' . - ,., . I 

conSJmption principally, the co.st qf txu;e&Jcracy,is soaring 

at_ the same. time ( under the impact of tJ1e demonstra~on 

effect ) a f~ seal cri eis has become inevitable. Govemm~t 

reva1ljf:!St afte;- paying ~e salary bills of the Govemment 

become. exc~dingly scarce. Thu_s despite. reco;d lev~s to 

which _privet~. savirygs have climbed, ,inadeq.Jate JlJblic .. 

iDvestment inten~£ies. thf:! vicious_ c:i~cle _of ~ow P~.dJcti~ 

vity Bf'ld in~d~q.aatf:! o~tput in. ~he inf:.ra"st~c:tural indJstries. 
~ ou.t 

Inclust~~al retardation thus spreads ruiDOlllatively thrcughl\ the 

economy. 
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The pre sent study is confined to evaluation of 

reoou rce use efficiency of Indian electricity generation 

ind.Jstry. 'The po~~er industry is a ·basic industry providing 

infrastructure to ecanomic development and its importance 

for economic development hardly needs to be emphasised. 

The section below reviews the performance of the power 

industry with a view to indicate the need to study 

resource use efficiency of the indJstry. 
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T. A B l E· 1 

RATES * Of GRlSS SAVINGS AND CAPITAL fOfli'IATION 

----------!T_CURRENT PRICES 

YEAR GRlSS SAVING 

1970-71 16~8 17~8 

1974-75 18!t2 1~~~ 

1975-76 20.0 19.9 

1~76.;.77 22,3 20~7 

1977-78 21,~ f 20.1 

19?8-79 24,3 24.4 
• .,. .f 

1979-80 22,~ 23 0 
. ' 

198o-a1 21.9 23.8 

...... -.' .... ~ . - : 

SlURCE I National AcQJunts Statistics 1970-71 tD 1980-81, 

rebroary 1983 by c.s.o. 

* The rates· have been ·calculated as· a percentage of gtc ss 

domestic ptcduct at market prices.; 
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TAB L E ,2 

AVERAGE CAPITAL OUTRJT RATIOS IN GOVERM"''ENT MID 

Pl.IBLIC LIMITED OONPIINIES 

INDUSTRY QJVT • OOMPmiES 

1960-61 

1.Mining & 

Quarrying 

2.Processing <¥ 

marufacture 
! 

-

of E'ngg• · · -

good·s,motals, 

chemicals etc 

65-66 70-71 7~Zfi. 

3.01 7.42 3.42 

5.91 7.77 7.72 

-
RJBLIC LTD. 

1960-61 6§:6a 

1.94 1.ao 

OJMPHHES 

70-71 75-76 _ ... __.....,..._ 

1. 74 1.26 

3.Ehgineeting 3.5 3.29 5.64 3.22 2. 71 2. 73 2.95 2.60 

4.rJ:lemicals 7.66 3.00 12.25 14.16 4.02 4.23 4.44 3.95 

SOURCE t A. Desai ( 1! 81) Page 384. 



P A R T 0- N E 

(B) PERFORf1P..NCE Of lNOIJ\N P01.t£R GENERATION INOOSTRY 
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~ost of the Electricity generation inwstry of India 

is in r:ublic sec~r, with State Electricity J3oards accounting 

for about 741( of total electricity generated. 

Inves~ent in tile poWeJ;' _generat~on indu,s'!;ry _ha_s 

inc;-eased ~t. -~--very rapj,~ _ ra:te s;nce th~ inc~ption of planning 

in the cou_ntry. The .amount.of investment ~n power 9en~ratiqn 

indJstry and its share in total investmEnt in r:ublic sector 

is given in table 3. The investment. in power generation 

indJ s.try. has groWl) from the level o.f Rs. 260 Cmres at the 

~dof_1955 toRs. 2472.75 Croresat_ the. en~ of·1979-ao. The 

sixth p~an has al1ocated, an aJll:lu"t of ~s. 19265 Crore~ llilich 

,account~ fqr about 23%, of. :the tgtal_ pl~n~d investment ~ .\-,./ 

public sector ~ring the period •. O~spite the h.Jge -~nvestment 

~d large magnitudes of otl':lf!r input_s tt.hi.ch have gqne. intp 

the powtJr genei;"~tion indust_ry, the perf()~mance both_ f~nancial 

anc_:i p!ly¢cal has beery_ ve~y poor. The Sta~e ~lec:trici~y Ebards 

have made huge amounts of losses and most of them have not 
' ' ' . ~ . ' . ._ ' . . . . . . 

been able to pay even the interest on the loans extended to 
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them. The accumula~d lo.sses ~f the SESS upin 1977-78 blE!re 

of order of Rs._B16.42.Crores, The .B.Jard wise distributio~ 

of losses is given. in table 4 • . kt important question in this 

connecti.cm is \!Jh~ther the u~_e gf. co~a:t:"cial profitability 

is a correct criterion to :sass the performance of a J:Ublic . - . .. . ' ' . . .. . . .... . . .. . . ..... . ' . . . . 

sector enterprise. It is often contended that the J:Ublic 
·-• , 1 ·' I 't • · v • • • • <- • L •• ~ • ~ L, • , • ~ ••• ·- o .~ , l • •' 

to the nation and there are social benefits arising out of 
-· ' ·- • - • • ••• ' • ' - < • • •• - • -· •• 

theltl in tl)e. form of 1\!Xternal~ties. The right criterion, . ..a, ld 
~~~YI 

therefc;Jre, . to judge t.~eir perfo_rmance is the socia.l profi ta-

bilii;y. Eklt in a. count~y li_ke India_, suffering from acute 

t?Mortage of capit~, '-tis pot j:DSSible to _adhere to ~e 

tradi,ti,gl)al concept of no pr9f~ t no loss in publ~c.•sector 

~nd not to. make profit.s. Lack of commercial considerations 
t • ' - · < • ~ T , 0 , f , o , 0 ' , T 0 O 

tend~ ~ breed over capitalisation, delay~, poOr maintenance, 

underutilisation of capacity and high costs. 

The need to op~ra_te public enterprises along commercial 

line has been recognised even by the Government. The fifth 
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plan document states "" In order that the public sector 

perfol'!lls·its d.Je role in economic development, it rust 

not only fill physical gaps in the outJX,~t of goods and 

services t:ut also contribute .. ~. to national svaings commen-. 

surate with its size." * The poor financial performance 

is indicative of inefficiency and the public sector 

enterpri sea should not be allowed to ;..wallow in bad 
~--· ·-

management and justify their poor performance in the 

pretext of social profitability. 

Apart from poor financial perfonnance the physical 

performance has also been very bad. There has always been 

acute srortage of power in India. The nation has wffered 

he-.vy losses in tel'tlls ofl!~-~~(output due to non availa

bility of adeq.tate power. The inefficient working of the 

power industry has also contributed to cost and price 

eJICalations in the economy thrwgh linkage effect. 

--------------~-----~~-----------p--~--------
*Draft fifth Plan, 1974-79 ~lume I 
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The S"lort falls in achievements of the ind.J stry 

have been aJbstantial both in terms of building of capac! ty 

to generate power and utilisation of existing capacity to 

generate power. The actual capacity installed, during the 

plans, against the target capacity is given in the table 5. 

The extent of short fall has been increasing over the years 

i.e. from the level of 18% in first Plan it increased to 

as high a level as 65% in the fifth Plan. 

A great deal of emphasis in the Plans has been given 

to erection of new capacity to meet the shortage of power, 

while little attention has been paid to utilisation of 

existing capacity. The conditions in utilisation of exis

ting capacity have really been deplorable. Since power 

iS a highly capital intensive industry, the economy can ill 

afford to keep adding the capacity while ignoring the utili

sation of eXiSting capacity. The average level of utilisation 

of capacity in the country has been around just 45%. Thus the 
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l 
!llber shortageshave coexisted with considerable excess 

I 

capac! ty. Given the overall poor performances it is of 

particular importance from the policy point of view, to 

find out whether the•e sre marl<ed disparaties in efficiency 

of SEBs. and btlat are the factors behind it. 

Another indicator of physical performance is the amount 

of electricity lost in transformation, transmission & distri-

bution depicted in table 6. The total electricity lost as a 

percentage of total electricity available has been around 

19% during 1974-79. The board. fU~e distribution of electricity 

lost ( table 7 ) indicates that it has been even as high as 

4~ in wme cases. Such high degree of losses can not be 

eXplained only in terms of technical factors and are clearly 

s..tggestive of a chaotic state in utilisation of physical 

resources. 
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T A B L. E 3 

TRENDS IN INVESTMENT IN PO\IIER SECTOR 
< R.$.e~oP.es ) 

PLAN PERIOD INVESTMENT IN OVERALL PUBLIC 
PO\!JER SECTOR SECTOR lNVEST-

~1) · MENT (2) .· 

1951-56 260.00 1960.00 ... ,. , .. 

1956-61 460.00 4~00~0~ 

1~61-6~ 1252.29 8576.50 

1~6f?-69 1f08.-14 6756.50 
•• •• .1'' 

1~69-'74 2931.45 16160.00 
, .. ·~ • " J • " " 

1~74-~ 7540,88 1930~~00 

1979-80 ?472.75 12549.63 ... ,. ' .. 
'' ... • .I' " • .-

1980-85 19265.00 97500.00 

SOURCE : Pcwr Development in India j:Ubliehed by CEA. 

%of (1) 
·TO (2) 

13.27 
'' 

10.00 .. ' 

14.60 

17.88 
' ' 

1t?•O? 

19.19 

19~1?3 

22.93 

.. '1'" ... -. 
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Tc. A~ e. L E 4 

ACCUMULATED UlSSES Of THE STATE ELECTRICITY EDAROS 

UPTO 1977-78 

NN'IE Of THE ELEClRICITY EllARD 

1 ~ UTTAR PR!OESH 

.~· BIHAR 

3~ PUf>O AB 

4~ ANDHRA PRADESH 

7~ HARYANA 

a. HitvlACHAL PRIOESH .. 

9~' 1<ARNATAKA 

10 r<ERALA 

11 MIDHYA PRIOESH 

12 MEGH ALA VA 

13 ORISSA 

1~ RAJASTHAN 

15 Tlf'IIL NM)U 

16 WEST BENGAL 

TOTAL 

~-.,. ·-· 

ACCUMULATED UlSS 
RS. CRJRES 

199.75 

144.00 . ~ . 

34~58 

28.52 

42.1' 

8.30 ... ""- ... 

25.45 
~ . ' 

46.10 

816.42 
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T-AB-LE, 5 

ACHIEVEMENTS or POWER INDUSTRY IN TEWlS Of CAP~CITY INSTALLED 

( FIGURES I~ MlLLIIN K.~.) 

, . , . 

PLN\1 PERIOD TARGET ACHIE\£MENTS "of (1) TO 

(1) (2) (2} 

FIRST PLAN 1.30 1.10 1a.o 

SEmNO PLN\1 3.50 2.25 35.7 

' 

THIRO PLAN 7.04 4.52 35.8 

ANrtJ Al PLANS 5.43 4.12 24.1 

FOURTH PL.W 9.26 ·4.58 50.0 
.. 

f"IFTH PLAN 12.13 4.84 65.02 

·'· 

SOURCE I Patriot dated 19/12/1980. 



--
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ss 

320954 
· W1197 Re 

1111111111111111111111111 
TH1301 

TRANSFORM AnON, TRANSMISSION N'JD DISTRIBUTION LOSSES 

AND ELECTRIC! TV UN ACCOUNTED fOR 

" 

YENl LDSS IN GWH )( Of' TOTAL AVAILABLE 
· POWER 

• > 

1974 10663 19.50 
. " .. 

1975 10893 19.08 

1976 12142 18.51 

1977 13839 18.61 

1978 14613 18.59 

1979 16269 

- ~ - ... - .. , , . , 
' ----- -· 

SlURCE s State Electricity fberds s· f'inanacial Perfotmance 

Reviebl, February 1983, CEA • 

. 
lho.5~ 

'X:x(_Cf>)·· 4-4 ".Ng · 
\v\6 , 
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T A B- L E 1 

OOAFD WISE DISTRIBUTION Of TRANSFORMATION, TRANS"'ISSION 

MID DISTRIBUTION LOSSES /!NO· POWER UNACOOUNTED 

FOR DURING 1919 - 1980 

.·.--

NWIE OF' THE· OOARD lOSS IN G\IAi "Of TOTAL 
AVAILABLE.POWER 

1e HARYN4A 958.14 28e14 

2e HIMACHAL PRfDESH 111.69 18.55 

3• J ftt'IMU &: KASHMIR 390.30 47.01' 

4• RJNJAB 1215.42 22.50 

5. RA1AS"rriAN 1069.10 24•40 

6e UTTAR PRPDESH 1848.33 19.00 

7•' QJJARAT 1253.57 16e71 

Be MIIOHYA PRIOESH 1260.07 22.40 

9 •i MAHARASHTRA 211Jle60 16.10 

10 BIHM 928.11 24.53 . 
11 ORISSA 507.31 18.29 

12 WEST BENGAL 426•21 12.29 

13 ANOHRA PRIOESH 1357.48 22.39 

14 KARNATAKA 1382.76 20.97 

15 KERALA 816.50 1Se90 
' 

16 TRilL NADJ 1958.87 19.58 

17 ASSAI'l 152.20 19.23 
18 MEGHALAYA 13.41 4.32 

SOURCE s PUBLIC-ELECTRICITY SUPPLY- ALL INDIA STATISTICS 

19 79-80 t CEA. 



P A R T T W 0 

MEASUREMENT OF' PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY 
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METHDOOLOGY AND CONCEPTS 

Though there have, since long, been attempts to provide 

a •measure' of Prod.lct$,ve.efficiency of.an ec:onomic.organis~ 

~on, ~ neW_ .9ir~ction to. the_ aJbject was pJ:ovided I?Y the b!Ork 

o.f faJ:re~ in. 1~5?. farrell'~. wrk. gene;rat-ed a ,se;J:'ies of swdies 

on_both t'lleoti!tic~l and mperical.measursnf:ll'lt of_procLctive 

efficiency e.g. ~-Q~"U~r an~ Chu (196~)., Sei ~z ( 1970 &: 71·), 

Tinmer (1977},,Afr~t ( 1972),_Carleon .. ( 1972),Richamon~· 

(1~74}, ScJ:tmid1: ( 197~}., . Aign~r, Mem,iya ~nd Poi riel;' ( W76), 

Ai.QI:le;r, lpvel _BI)d.Schr!Jidt ( 19'77), Meeusen and Ebreck. (~977), 

for~nc;t and Jensen (1~7?), rora.mdand Hja~§lrsscn (1979), 

Sqllmidt. ~d .l.tlve:ll (1979) and Green~ ( 1980)~ for ~ long time 

~0911omi!3ts r~ied .on partial proc:fug~yity ind~cato'U( i.e.' 

la~ur prociJc~vity,. land proc:lJctivity etc.) .to mea!:lJ re. 

eff1,.~e11cy in pro~c'!:ion. As these. in~!:ces. are rati,o sof 

output to inpu_tusage of a single factor of procltction they 

are conceptually inadeq.tate and emperically misleading. 

~n ord~r to take account of all factors of procl,Jction, 

total prodJctivity indi:ces using weighted average of all 
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inputs were developed, the weights being either factor shares 

or relative prices. These type of indices have the ueual index 

number problems.-

Since the production function depicts the process of 

transformation of inputs into output, it seems ~ite appmpriate 

to base the meaSJrement of productive efficiency on the estima-

tion of the production fUnction. The text book definition of 

the p:tOd.Jction function states that it indicates the maximum 

possible output from given inputs, with given technology. 

Paradoxically, for a long period, this definition was not 

employed in emparical estimation. The text book definition of 

the production function was first strictly followed by Farrell 

(1957), whose approach to meawrement of efficiency is dis -

cussed below. 

fARRELL'S APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT Of Ef'fiCIE:NCV ------ ~-.. -:..-...;~-

farrell introduced the concept of the " frontier tt 

production fUnction which specifies the maximum output obtainable 

from given amount of inputs. He proposed to base the frontier 

prod.Jction function on the observed best performance of the firms 
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of an ind.astry*, and nsned it as the " best practice frontJ.er11
• 

Aswming only two factors of prod.lction - capital and labour, 

plotting per unit req.Jirements of factors of prowction results 

in a scatter of observations like that shown in fic;J.~re 1. 

The frontier prod.lction function for the inwstry can be 

obtained by fitting a curve like AA' to the scatter of observe-

tions in wch e way that no obervation lies belo111 it. The 

frontier ia:Jq.Jant AA' is an envelope of most efficient points 

!lld all points lying above it are rendered inefficient. 

F'arrell divided the overall prcd.Jctive efficiency of a 

+ production unit into two separate components i.e. technical 

efficiency and price efficiency. The technical or resource use 

efficiency refers to the competence of a firm in transforming . 

* A F'rontier production function can be derived from engineering 
blueprints showing theoretically efficient production functbn. 
F'arrell rejected this in favour of empar!cal frontier based 
on best perfotmance of firms on blo counts (a) the use of esV.
neer!ng ·data might give a more optimistic picture of attainable 
efficiency than is possible in reality (b) it is nat possible 
to spec! fy wch a function accurately for canplex production 
processes. 

+ Though technical efficiency and price efficiency are not mutually 
exclusive as far as impact of policy decisions of an organisation 
is concemed, F'arrell maintained that emparically it is possible 
to meawre separately the effed.t of policy decisions on bath 
these componmts. 
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inputs into outp.~t, whereas price efficiency or allocative 

efficiency refers to optimality in allocation of factors of 

production at given prices. lhe difference between technical 

and allocative efficiency and their relation with the frontier 

prodJction function is illustrated in figure 2. 

The technical efficiency of a firm like E can be meaw red 

by the ratio OC/OE. This index of technical efficiency is inp.~t 

based i.e. it measures the difference between .frontier input 

* usage and actual usage, keeping the output constant. 

MeaSJrement of allocative efficiency within the frontier 

framework req.lires additional information on factor prices. 

Assuming perfect competition in the factor market, the relative 

prices of factors can be presented in the form of unit cost line 

l!tlich is represented by line TT in figure 2. 

The overall economic efficiency is highest for the fitm 0 

llhich not only minimises use of factor ( per unit of output) but 

also minimises the unit cost of production. The extent of allo-

cative efficiency of firm E is given by retia OG/OC. 

• Technical efficiency can also be measured by taking the difference 
between the frontier output and actual output, keeping the in~X-JtS 
fixed. Such a meaeure of technical efficiency was first used 1ft 
Timmer (1971 ). 
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All measures of efficiency suggested by farrell are radial 

in nature i.e. they are made along the factor proportions ray 

from the origin. Under the assumption of contirui ty and strict 

monotonicity, measurement along the ray ensures distinction 

between technical and allocative efficiency and enables the indices 

of efficiency to be interpreted in terms of total factor cost 

e.g. 1- technical efficiency is the red.Jction in total cost 

associated with elimination of technical efficiency. 

farrell's approach tD the estimation of the frontier procitc-

tion function is deterministic and non-Parametric. It is determinis-

tic because all the observations are forced to be on or below the 

fmntier. It is non-par.-netric as without using any speci fie 

parametric specification, farrell consttucted a free disposal convex 

hull of the observed in~t output ratios by using linear programming 

techni~es. The advantage of a non-parametric approach lies in its 

general applicability and its freedom from the errors of wrong 

spec! fications. The disadvantage is the inability to represent 

the frontier in an explicit form. 

farrell assumed the production function to be linear homogeno

* fi.Jt the measurement concept underlying his procedure is ous • 

is q..ti te capable of being general! sed to the technologies 

*In his subsequent paper with field House 1962, farrell proposed 
segmentation of fit'l'ns according to size and separate estimation 

- cont. page 28 
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other than linear homogeneous as has been S'lown by subseqJent 

studies along the lines.+ farrell did not identify another 

source of inefficiency, namely scale inefficiency.* A firm 

that i$ technically and allocatively efficient may be ineffi-

cient because it is procl.Jcing in an in0 ptbnal scale. The 

technically optimal scale eXists 111here elasticity of scale ia 

eq.ael to one. A meaa.Jre of scale efficiency along the lines of 

the technical efficiency meaa.Jre of farrell may be calculated re-

presenting relative reduction in input coefficients possible by 

producing in optimal scale on the frontier production with the 

* of frontier production function for •ch size group. But thts 
techniq.ae does not permit estimation of a production function 
applying to all scales of production. 

+ Aigner & Chu (1968) extended farrell t s methodology to non
linear homogeneous production functions by using C...O fonn. 
for SpeCification, fora.Jn and Hjalmasson (1979) used homothe
tio and Green (1980) used translog speoi fications for 
estimation of frontier production f\Jnctions. 

++ Unear homogeneous assumed by farrell and non-linear homogeneous 
production f\Jnotions do not permit study of scale efficiency 
as they assume elastic! ty of scale to be eqJal to one. 
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observed factor pmportions. Foramd and Hjalmarseon (1979) 

computed the measure of efficiency as ' the ratio of an 

ioput coefficient evaluated at technically optimal scale 

for the observed input ratios and the corresponding observed 

* input coefficient and then eliminate technical inefficiency 
of 

from it to obtain a measure "p.~re" scale efficiency. 
1\ 

Another limitation of Farrell's approach is that estimation 

of frontier production is based on a SJb-set of samples of 

observations and hence sensitive to extreme observations. This 

problem is discussed later. 

-----------------------------------------------------------
* Forsund and Hjalmarsson (1979) pp 299 
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OEVELOR"1ENTS SUBSECilJENT TO fARRELL . -

As. mentioned earlier, the path breaking paper of 

rarrell (1957) Stimulated a serieS of studies on both theorit-' 

tical and emperical estimation of frontier production fUnctions 

and f!learurement. of efficiency._ Salient features of so100 important 

frontier production studies are given in Appendix t. 

These.studi~_arebased. on trye follow~ng three appmaches 

to the estimation of frontier prediction functions :-

(a) Oirec~ estime~tion of produ~t,ion fun~tions. 

(~) Direct f;'S~imation of Cost funt;:tions •. 

(c) Indirect estimation of production function (via cost functiont} 

S~nce tl1e production technf?lo_gy can l;le uniq:.sely deten:mined 

bY production as well. as co~~ function, frontier production can,. 

J?e ob~a~ned by estimating either of the~e'! Applica.tion. of duality 

theo:cy _tQ. procLc1;iof1 economics ha~ sho~n .that given_ certain 

~~larity c(Jnditions, the~ exist. cost and prod.tc~on functions 

t~at are d.Jal_ to each other. l"heref'?_re, the pa;-C~meters (Jf, a:-

prociJction function can be derived from the estimated cmst function. 
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Each of the above mentioned approaches is based on 

different asSJmptions ertd re~ires different set of data. 

The direct estimation of production function is based on the 

Zellner - Kmenta - Ore•ze assumptions of expected profit 

maximisation implying input q.~antities to be exogenous. It 

req.Jires data on quantity of inputs used and giv~s information 

about technical efficiency only. On the other hand, direct 

estimation of cost function is based on { Averch and Johnmn 

1962) hypothesis asSJmption of cost minimisation with output 

determined exogenoUsly. This requires data on prices of inputs 

and permits meawrement of overall prod.Jctivity. 

The .indirect estimation of pri)duction function re[JJires 

data on both prices and qunatities of inj:1Jts used and allows 

separate meawrement of technical efficiency and allocative 

efficiency. 

The choice of approach for estimation of frontier pro-

duction function depends upon the object! ve of the swdy and 

availability of data. 
' 
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Studies on estimation of frontier production fUnction 

and measurement of efficiency can broadly be devided into two 

groups - deterministic and Stochastic. 

DETERMINISTIC OR FULl FRONTIER -f~OOELS 

A frontier is knom as detf!!rminist~c or full frontier 

when all _ the_ observations are con strained to lie on or below 

the front~er. The full front_ier models attribute_ all variations 

in th~ output across the tints to their ability to utilise the 

" best practice " technology. On the basi~ of. assumptions ~bout 

efficiency distribution, appr9aches to estimate deterministic 

frontier may be devided into two groups :-

(a) Aigner andChu - Timmer Type, based «:Jn consttaining resid.Jals 

to be_ one sideEI ( non-positive ) *.-without explicit specification 

of efficiency distribution. 

* In literature, there seems to be a little confusion between 
one sided error term and one sided residuals._ The former 
asrumption forces observed output to be less than or eq..~al 
to forntier output making the forntier deterministic. The 
later asrumption is re~ired to apply programming techniq..1e 
to estimation of frontier. The idea of a frontier function 
is perfectly consistent with the phenomenon of positive 
sign of resicLals. 
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(b) Afrait - Richamond type, based on explicit specification 

of efficiency distribution. 

lhe model based on first approach may be written as 

"'' 
~ .._ = a ~ ~" )t."- + e ~ 

A_,., 
e.;... ~0 

where 'Ot.. is the log output, ')£.A. is the log of observed inputs' 

usage, ~i are unknobr'l parameters to be estimated and e;.. is 

the error terms and constraint. e;..~o forces all observations. 

to lie on or below the frontier. 

The observations may be forced to lie as close to 

frontier as possible by minimising either. the 9.1m of absolute 

values or st.im of SCJ.Iared values of residulas by the techniQJeS 

of linear programming and "-'adratic programming respectively. 

The progranming estimates are sensitive to extreme 

outliers. In order to remove the sensitivity of linear pmgra-

mming estimates to extreme observations, Timmer {1971) pmpo sed 
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removal of all observations used in estimation of the frontier 

and then re-estimation of the frontier. This procedure is to be 

followed until the estimates stebiliee. 

This method can not be applied where the sample is of 

small size. More aver this method of rl!flloval of observations 

is purely arbitrary and does not have any statistical justifi

cation • forsund Hjalmarsson (1979) first removed one largest 

plant, then four smallest plants from their data to test the 

sensitivity of their linear progrartrlling estimates. Bmeck et al 

(1980) have removed the unit with highest shacbw price on or 

below the frontier. 

The sensitivity of frontier estimates to outliers should 

not be considered as a probll!fll so long as the data ate accurate 

and outliers do not sh0111 abnormall:y, low values of input 

req.tirements because the very purpose of frontier estimation 

is that most efficient units should count unproportionetely. + 

+ See Broeck et al (1980) page 137. 
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A limitation of the prograrrming techniq.~es is that the 

parameters estimated by them do not have any statistical 

property e.g. standard error, t-ratio etc. 

In order to obtain the estimates of frontier prodJction 

with knot:.n statistical properties, it is required to specify 

the distribution of error tenn explicitly. Afrait (1972) 

specified two paramter . beta distribution for the error term 

and estimated the frontier proci.Jction function by the techniq.~e 

of maximum likelihood estimation ( MLE). Schmidt (1976) showed 

that the programming estimates of Aigner and Cl'¥J are MLE under 

certain aseumptions about the distribution of efficiency. If 

eX!XJnential distribution is assumed then linear programming 

procedure iS maXimum likelihood, if half normal distribution 

is asrumed then quadratic programming pracewre is maXimum 

likelihood. 

One basic limitation of MLE for estimation of full 

frontier iS that it violates one of the regularity conditions 

namely independence of the range of random variable from the 
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parameters to be estimated ~ 

Since the very defination of full frontier reefJires 

distribution of efficiency to be one sided, the range of 

output becomes depa1dent l?n the parameters to be estimated. 

In such a case the statistical properties of MLE remain 

uncertain • 

. kt~ther disadvantage of MLE is that they_ are v~ry 

sen~itive to_th~ f9rm of distributit;m chosen. Differ_ent 

dist.ributi~ns. yiel~_ different reSJlt~ aryd _there are no . 

a-priori grounds for selection of a particular distribution • 

. _ Richa~ond (1974) used the ~echniQJe of ac;f.it:Js~d 

ordinary ~east sq.aares (fCLS)'! He used gamma distributi~n 

for specifying _efficienC?Y distribution. ~suming mean of the 

di stu_rbance term e~_al to varia11ce, he utilised variance of 

OLS teSid.Jals to correct the intercept. 

A pr9blem with AOLS is that ~me resi~als !llSY t,tave 

theori tic ally wrong sign even after the correction of intercept 

--------------------------------------------* Ohyrmes (1970) 
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thus preventiag observation specific measures of technical 

efficiency to be calculated. 

Another problem is that. different distributions of 

disturbance term yield different corrections in intercept. 

Greene (1980) .obtaine? a consistent, though. biasad, 

estimate of constant te~ by imposing sign uniformity on the 

~esiduals •. The method of est~~a~ion is to e~timate production 

function by pls ~nd then shift the intercept up~ards until no 

resiclaal is positive and one is zem. Adjustment.s made to 

constant. term, in this. fashi.a)l c;3re independent of efficiency 

di~tribut,ion and permit calculations of observation specific 

measure of efficiency. 

All the abo.ve discussed sbJdies are based o~ hollt)g~neous 

form of prociJction functions. rorsund. and Jansen (1977) extended 

the deterministic approach to homothetic production functions 

and estirnatt?d prediction fomtier via cost fUnction. Their model 

may be written as 
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Which is the zellner-Revankar1 s specification of 

pro ruction function y is the output, '")t.J s are inputs, Y, 

a, b, and ol.j are the parameters to be estimated where 

"( is ~ constant, a and b are the scale function parameters 

and o(.j represent Kernal elasticities for inputs. 

The cost function corresponding to above prodJction 

function is linear in logs which may be written as 

lo~ c. ::. a '-o:l ~ -t b 'a + loJ B 

V\11 

-t: ~ ~j lOj "'j 
J=l 

where. 'l'j .represent input. prices and 8 is a multiplicahl:-ve 

c~nstant .in the price function. Equation 2 can be estimated 

by linear programning. The problem becomes to 

+ 

i.... = \. .... ....., 

'a,a.b •0\i ~o 
j .... \. .... ......... 
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One advantage of using honnthetic form of prediction function 

is that it enables to study the impact of scale economies 

on technical efficiency in an easy way we to property of 

constant _sqale e~asticity along the isoquant and independence 

of factor ratios. 

Another advan~age of using _homothetic production 

f\ln,ction. is that. py virtue of property of constant. scale 

elestic~ty the impapt of. scale economies on procLction can 

be studied in an easy way • 

. b.tlil~ foramd ~;2nd J.ansen used data from mechanical 

j:X.Jlp indust~y of NC)~way, worl< !:!long the. similar lines has .. 

been car;'ied by F"crsund and f:ljal marssen (1979 a and b ) in 
e 

sw~~.dish milk processing industry. 
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STOCHASTIC MODELS 

A frontier is called Stochastic if some observations 

are allolllf!d to lie above the frontier due to random factors. 

bbrk in the direction of stochastic models was started by 

Aigner, Ameniya and Poirier (1976), though their stochastic 

tetm was confined to measurement errors only and did not take 

account of pure random shocks. Their error structure may be 

written as 

it 
= 

i.,.:.l ..... 'r\ 

* They assumed e~ to be independently and normally distributed 

with zero mean and variance tr'- foT o <. & <:. 1 , lttlen 
... e- =- .1 , e;., has negative truncated normal distribution. The 

parameter e- shows the relative variability between meaa.tre

ment errors and inefficiency errors. When & takes value :i then 
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jt represents 11 full " fro.ntier, when e~ i the impact of 

both sources of errors is eqJal. 

A fully stochastic model was ceveloped by Aigner, 

Lovell snd Schmidt (19 77) and Meeu sen and Broeck (19 77). Their 

error structure may be written as 

i..:: i ..... 'V\ 

Th~ compon~t 'llJ.. is ass~:~med to ~e one sided ( as in 

ca.~ of determ~nistic models ). It shows the inefficiency of, a 

firm ).n_ ut;lising ~ts p~o-;iuctiv~ r~souJ;>ces. ~is ineff~C_i!9"CY 

is attr~butab~f3 erytirely to fact-ors w~thin a firms pontrol 

like. will,, effort an~ skills of managers and employees, uti

lisation of capi~al etc. ( sources of technical efficiency are 

discussed~. ~in detailed later ). 

l;omponent '\t._ may be pos~tive or negative '-".._ ~ oand 

constitutes (a) errors in m~asurement (b). impact of pure 

r!3fldom shocks resulting. c:kie to factors Qljt of firms control 

like climate, topography, power breakdo.,s etc. 
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Both Aigner Lovell and Schmidt and Meeusen and Broeck 

estimated the frontier prod.Jction function by using MLE. Aigner 

Lovell and Schmidt used half- normal distribution for u~and 

log normal for. \)-A. whereas Meeu sen and Broeck used eXponential 

for IJ.iand log normal for ""J-i.: • _MLE in case of stochast~c 

fl'Ontier models has. usual .. s_tastj,.stical prop~rties d!e to 

presenc;:e of stochastic error term 't;. , en9\lring all regularity 

conditions. 

The_ ~ochastic fron:ti~rs ceJl al~ be estimated by the 

use of adjusted ordinary least sq..tare methods. 

In a,recent study, Schmj,dt and Lovell, (1979) developed 

stqchastic frontier models ,t;~f produc~ion, cost of as~ocia~d 

factor demand. Their production function may be written as 

"' ~ A + ~ ~.l \.o3 "}(_;_ 
;,_.,.I 

+ "'-'"-'u.. - ti). 
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where yd. s output, ~;_ are inputs, \to '-" N to, a-J-) 

and u is the absolute value of U. V> N \ o. C"T~..,2 ) • 

Assuming output to be exogenous, fitm minimises costs 

subject to the constraint 1, the first order condition may be 

written as 

\..o3 ">t~ - \..o 3 '"X.t .::: lo 3 ( Ol.q 9Ji... (~A.. CV", ) + C i - (2.) 

\.:2. .... \'\ f.~c . ) ~ 

where '\'A. are input prices and E.;. represents allocative ineffi

ciency of the firm and has a multivariate normal distribution 

with mean zero and covariance matrix ~ • 

The asSociated cost function may be written as 

V\_ 

where Y = :£ r:,(_;._ 
11..~, 

~ 

2. CotA-/y) to9 cvk 
;..~, 

t l"'.>-ll.) + E 
"6 

The parameters cKA..and "'lS' can be estimated by using MLE on 

the system of n e~ations ont23andc..3l·The mean technical 

efficiency and its associated costs is measured by the terms 

Etu..') a~d (t~) t(lt8 respectively. M advantage of this model 
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is that it permits observation specific measures of allocative 

inefficiency represented by €.;.. and its associated cost, re

presented by E , to be calculated. 

Schmidt and Lovell (1980) extended their model to include 

a possibility of correlation between technical and allocative 

efficiency. On a Priori grounds, one expects a technically 

efficient firm to be efficient allocatively also, which is 

confirmed by the Schmidt- lovell's finding of positive 

.correlation between the two efficiencies. Another important 

finding of their study is that the ways of modelling ineffi-

ciency relative to stochastic frontier and the nature of 

inefficiency do not have any appreciable effect on the 

- * shape and placement of the frontier. 

-·----------------------
* SChmidt and Lovell 1980, Page 91. 
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The main weakness of th·e stochastic frontier model is that 

it is possible to estimate average efficiency over the sample, 

it cbes not permit individual residuals to be decomposed into 

their comiXJnents to obtain an observation specific meawre of 

technical efficiency. 

The choice between deterministic and stochastic models 

depends on the objective of the study. If the objective is to 

study relative technical efficiency of the firms in an inwstty, 

it re~ires deterministic set up. If the objective is to study 

"average efficiency" of indJstry and there are reasons to believe 

that data are not meawred accurately then stochastic set up is 

appropriate. 

The above discussion has been mainly in terms of direct 

estimation of frontier production function because the aim of 

this study is to meawre technical efficiency. emperically by 

direct estimation of frontier prodJction function. 

Since this study is concemed with meawrement of technical 

efficiency it is necessary to define the concept of teChnical 

efficiency clearly. 
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TECHNICAl EffiCIENCY 

. The Concept of technical efficiency is an amt?iguous .-. 

and cti.fferent sb.ldies.have giv~ different interpretations to it. 

lei.b~nstein ('966) attributed technical efficiency b? " structure 

o.f prefe}:'en~es of. mapagers ant;i ~«~rke~s 1' Premeaux ,(1977) f~und . . . 

lack of competi~ive pressure to be. t~e major determir:'ant of, tech~ . 

nical effici~cy of the firms~ Shappn and !Yk.lller (1977) attributed 

~echnical efficiency to the stock of information with the enterpre-

na.trs. 

The technical efficiency of a firm is, in fact~ a function 

o.f prod.Jctivity of managerial and non- managerial factors of 

prediction. The prodJctivity of management is itself a function 

of many variables s-

(a) The stock of information available. 

(b) Training and Experience. 

(c) The preswre of competition t«;~. make efforts. 

(d) Political and legal constraint~ on decision making. 

(e) The DJ:'ganisaticnal structure of the firm andincentives provided 

by it. 
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As far as productivity of labour is concerned, given the 

skill mix of lab!Jurers, " getting the reeults from them" is a 

task 0 f management, through organifation, allocation, Ctlllltrel, 

co-ordination of labourers and maintenance of good labour 

relations. 

Given the vintage of C'\JPi~al,_ the productivenes~ of capital 

and raw materials is _also dete.rmired by_ the management th;t~ugh 

ciscisions regarding ~aintenance of capital, 4sag~ of capital and 

raw materials, promotion of R&O to ~dept better techniq.Jes in 

usage of machines, instruments and raw materials. 

Thus apart fr~ vintage of 9apital and skill~ of labourers, 

the resou:fce use efficiency of a firm is mainly det~rmined by the 

efficiency o_f manag~ent, llilich ofcourse, in turn is fUnction of 

a number of factors. 

MEASURES Of TECHNICAL EffiCIENCY 

;fu'll\d.ioY\ 

frontier proclac~onAyields t~~XJ types of meaaues of technical 

efficiency (a) firm specific measures (b) average over the sample. 

Deterministic procLcticn frontiers based on onesideness assumption 

of residuals, permit calculation of finn specific meaSJres of tech-

nical efficiency. These measures can be either input based showing 
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extent of eli fference between actual and fmnti er usage of inputs 

or output based showing extent of difference between actual and 

frontier outf:!Jt. Each firm of the industry can be r<f'lked according 

to these two measures and their relative efficiency can be studied. 

Ranking of firms according to these t110 measures will differ 

except in case of constant returns to scale. Stochastic and Deter-

ministic pmduction frontiers estimated with Afrai t - Richamond 

type approach yield measure of mean technical efficiency indicated 

by E(u) and do not permit calculation of firm specific meaSJres 

of technical efficiency. 

STRUCTURAL E r r I C I E N C Y --
Information on relative efficiencies of firms pmvides 

an insight into the structure of the indJstry. A meaSJre of struc-

tural efficiency, SJggested by rarrell, is the average of efficiencies 

of inclividJal fims of the industry weighted by output. 

rorSJnd and Hjal MarsSon (1974) suggest construction of 

a hypothetical average firm and compute input saving and output 
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increasing measures for this average unit to serve as measures 

of structural efficiency. The inf1Jt saving &Min~ measure 

lttluld refl~ct the potential redJction in the amount of inJ11tS 

needed to. prof':k.Jce the observed i~ICiJstry outJ11t with frontier 

technology with the observed factor proportions. 

The outJ11t saving me!'l~r!3 would reflect potential 

incre!'lSEi! in_ the amount of output prod.tced with observed ,amount 

of inputs using frontier technology, with ~he observed factor 

proportions. 

In case of Stochastic !Ibdels and deterministic !Jbdels 

without sign constraint on residuals, it is not possible to 

calculate a meaSJre of structural efficiency based on firm 

specific mearures. In these cases average level of efficiency 

represents structural meaSJre of efficiency. 

EffiCIENCY IN DYNAMIC CONTEX ( 

Production decisions are dynamic hence the problem 
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of efficiency in production is also a dynamic one. Resource 

allocation decisions of a firm are based on expectations 

over several production periods, therefore, any measure of . - ' -- . 

performa~ce with_ respect to allocative efficiency, over a 

single period, may be misleading. 

On the other hand,. representation of. t~hn~cal 

effj,.ciency by means of ~sturbance, though static in nature, 

is not misleading. Given the. allocation of resource.s, the 

decisions of. a firm to .ut~lise. resources are of short term 

nature, and thei.rlmf-t. on prod.Jction can be fully captured 

over a span of one year. MeaSJres of .technical efficiency, 

e~ a point of time, provide useful information about the 

r~lative . p~rformance qf. f~rms and t:ilt:;ld light on ~e struc-

bJre of _the industry. Such mea~res can p~ calrulated over, 

a. number of years to show shifts in the productio• structure 

of the ind.Jstry over time. 
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SALIENT FEATURES OF' SOfiJE IMPORTANT fRONTIER PROOU CTI O!:L._......:.S:;..:lU.:;.O;;..I;;.;;E;;;;:S~ 

SN NAME OF THE SnDY NATURE OF' STUDY 

1 Aigner & Chu Deterministic 

2 

3 

1968 

Timner (1971) 

Richamond 
1974 

4. Aigne~1Pimemiya 
& Poirier 

1976 

Deterministic 

0 etermini stic 

Stochastic 

FUNCTION fORM 
USEO 

1-bmogeneou s 
( Q:,bb-Ocugla s) 

Homogenous 
(Cobb-Douglas) 

Homogenecu s 
(Cobb-Douglas) 

Homogeneous 
(Cbbb-Dcuglas) 

SPECifiCATION OF' 
ERFUR 

Unspecified with 
side· constraint 

E.;..~ 0 

. . 
Unspecified with 
side constraint 

Et...~O 

•' ... 'Z,. 

E~ :::: e. 
z V'\ as a gamma 

* E. i... 'v'l ~ ~ 0 1 .,-"a. ) tE) y 

o<.&~i 

""' N e.9 a+\"~ 
t"'''U.'I\U\"'1: ~ -rev 
G.=-.t 

V'\ {>os\-\-ive.. 

TECHNIQUE OF' 
ESTIMATION 

L.P. 
Q.P. 

Adjusted 
OLS 

-\.. "'( v.. Y\ eo..-\ «-d fe,-v 
&--::.0. 

NATURE OF' EfFICIENCY 
MEASURE 

Obse rvaticn speci fie 
(though not calculated) 

Observation specific 

Average efficiency 
over the Sefllple 

. . .. 
Average efficiency 
ever the sample. 



5 1\i.gner,Lovell Stochastic Homogeneous 
& Schriddt ( Qlbb-Oouglas) 

1977 

6 MeaJsen & Stochastic Homogena:lu s 
Broeck 1977 (Co bb-Dou gla s) 

7 Forsund and De termini sti c Homothetic 
Jansen 1977 (Zellner and 

Revankar type) 

B lee & Tyler Stochastic HoUbgeneous 
1978 (Cobb-Douglas) 

9 Forsund and Deterministic Homo.thetic. 
Hjalniarssen (Zellner and 

1979 Revankar type) 

APPENDIX - 1 CONT. 

E.;.. = U.;.. -+ ""' .... 
\..\..,\. '-'\ NCo,a-'l.) 
"J.;._V'Itruncated 

E:o... ':: .v.. .. --\- ~;._ 

\.l..~'"" N lo .o-... ) 

">;.."' eXJXlnential 

o<. 
E~-::.. (J+ t><,.) u._ 

d. ? -1 ' ~~"C' 

tl <..u. ~ i.. 

E. ;... ::. '-' ;._ + '\So-A. 

\A.;. "' ~lc.<r;...,_) 
'\);._ V\ f'-\l..__o,.,..;) 

Unspecified with 
Ett de con strain t 

E;.. ~0 

M.L.E. 

L.P. 

M.L.E:. 

L.P. 

Average efficiency 
over the sample 

Average efficiency 
over the sample 

Observation specific 

Average efficiency 
over the sample 

Observation specific 



10 

11 

Schmidt and 
Lovell 1979 

Greene 
1980 

Stochastic 

De teJ:mini sti c 

APPENDIX- 1 OONT. 

Ho no gen eou s 
(Cobb-Douglas) 

f'lexible 
translcg 

E:;.. = u;... -+ "';.. 
"-'. '-"' N l C ... q-'-'!1.. ) 

"\} '-" N l_ CO , o-~ ~) 

M.L.E. 

M.L.E. 

Observation speci fie for 
allocative efficiency and 
average over sample for 
technical efficiency 

Average efficiency ever 
the sample. 
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S C 0 P E 

This study proposes to estimate. the deterministic 

production frontier of the el•ticity generation industry. 

A non stochastic ~pProach is addopted in the. prsent .study 

bec~se the obj~t is to_sbJdy the rela:tf.ve perf~rmance of. 
a 

~tate Electricity Boards, which is not ~ ssible in "~tochas~c 

frameltDrk. The st:Ltdy j.sconfined. to State l;~ectricity eoards 

of t:J:te India:~ Electricity generation industry"':" ~n particula~ 

tn steam based electri~ity generation by the State Electricity 

Boards! The State Electricity Bt;>ards irt. India have been 

constituted under the p.ectricity ( Supply ) Act 1948. Most 

of the Si;:ate Electricity Bo~rds came into being during the 

dec~d~ 1957-67. At present there are 18 State Elec~rici ty 

Ebard s in operation t the list of llilich alongwith the dates 

of establishment is given in table a. 

lhe State. Electricity Boards eccupy a central place in 

our power generation industry. Tables 9 and 10 show the 
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organisational structure of electric power generation inckJstry 

and place of State Electricity Boards in it. 

The p!Jblic sector accounts for most of this industry, 

th13 mare of the. P+i vate sector being only 4. 74% and 6. 33% 

capac! ty and output wise respectively. 

The State Electricity 8pards. ac9ount. for about 76% of 

total capacity and 74% of total output of the industry. 

Other organisations in the public sector are power 

corpor~.tion~, undertakings, electricity departments aryd 

municipality undertakings. Power corporations, undertakings 
. ... . . - .. . . ' 

and el~ctricity departments account for 18.41% of the total 

capacity and 18.4$ of total output C?f the inci.Jstry. Share of 

municipalities is very_small iee• 0.97% and 1.40~ of capacity 

and output respectively. 

The indJstry consists of five types of prime movers 

namely (1) Steam (2) HydDO (3) Diesel (4) Gas (5) Nuclear. 
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Prime moverwise allocation of capacity and output is 

given in tables 11 and 12.Stean baeed electricity generation 

occupies most important place, accounting 56.21% of total 

capacity installed and53.2S%of total electricity generated. 

Hyd1;9 ba~d electrici~y occupies pl~~;Je of second i!ftpor~ance, 

rept;f?sen~ng 40.02% of total _capacity and 43.47}( _l;lf total .. 

electric! ty. ger1e.rf!Jted •. Nuclear, gas and diesel_ based ~lectri

t;:i ~Y generation accounts for 2. 25%, ~.94% ard ,o,sa,r of. ttte 

total capacity and 2. ?Sj&, 0.48% and O.OS% of total output. 

lhe State Electricity ~ards'. steam based electticity 

generation accounts for about 74% of total capacity and 71% 

of tot~l electricity generated. Thus a study of steam electricity 

generation by the State Electricity Ebards covers a substantial 

proportion of the industry. 
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T A B L E --8 

SN STATE ELECTRICITY EOARDS DATE Of ESTABLISHMENT 

1. Anchra Pradem 1. 4.59 

2. Asssn 1. 6.58 

3. Bihar 1. 4.58 

4. Q.ljara:t 1. s.60 

5.! Haryana 3,. 5.67 

6. ~machal Pradesh 31. ~! 71 

7. Jamnu. and Kashmir s. ?·72 

a. Kama taka 30. 9.57 

9. l<erala 31. 3.57 

10. Madhya Pradesh 1. 4.57 

11. Maharashtra 20. 6.60 

12. Meghalaya 21. 1.75 

13. OrisSa 1. 3.61 

14. Punjab 3. 5.67 

15. Rajasthan 1. 7.57 

16. Tamil Nadu 1. 7.57 

17. Uttar Pradesh 1. 4.59 

18. West Bengal 1. 5.56 



SN 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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TABLE -9 

ORGANISATIONAL 5TRUC1URE Of INOII'.N ELECTRICITY GENERATION 
INDUSTRY (1979-BO) 

t IN TERMS Q[ lNSTALLI;Q. CAPACITY) 

NAME Of THE ORGN'JISATION 

State Electricity Boards 

Power Corporation a/Under

takings/ Electricity 

Oepartmen ts . 

PUnicipality Undertakings 

Private Licensees 

TOTAL 

INSTALLED 
CAPACITY IN 
MbJ. 

21545.77 

5236.66 

276.52 

1388.88 

28447.83 

% Of SHARE IN 
TOTAL INSTALLED 
CAPACITY 

75.74 

18.41 

0.97 

4.74 

100.00 
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T A 8 L E - 10 -
ORGN~ISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF INDIAN ELECTRICITY 

GENERATION INDUSTRY (1979-80} 

IN TERMS or OUTruT GENERATED 

SN Nf(f!E Of THE ORGANISATION CllTPUT GENERATED % SHARE IN TOTAL 
OUTPUT GENERATION 

1. State Electricity Boards 77255.89 73.84 

2. Power Corporations/ Under-

takings/ Electricity 19287.01 18.43 

Departments 

Municipality Undertakings 1466.74 1.40 

4. Private Licensees 6617.62 6.33 

TOTAL 100.00 



PRIME MOVER 

Steam 

Hydro 

Diesel 

Gas 

Nuclear 

·TOTAL 

60 

TABLE - 11 

PRIME MOVERWISE CAPACITY INSTALLED IN ELECTRICilY 

GENERATION INDUSTRY (1979-80) 

CAPACITY INSTALLED 
(M.W.) 

15991.13 

' . 
11383.97 

164.73 

268.00 

' .. 

640.00 

28447.83 

% SHARE IN TOTAL 
CAPACITY INSTALLED 

56.21 

40.02 

o.sa 

0.94 

2.25 

100.00 

----------------~----------~~----~~~--~ 



T A B L E - 12 

PRIME MOVERWISE ELECTRICITY GENERAl'ED 

(GROSS 1979-80) 

PRIME MOVER ELECTRICITY GENERATED 1( SHARE IN TOTAL 
ELECTRICITY GENERATED (G.W.H.) __ 

STEW! 55719.83 53.25 

HVORl 45477.55 43.47 

DIESEL 53.32 0.05 

GAS 499.97 0.48 

MJCLEAR 2876.59 2.75 

TOTAL 104627.26 100.00 
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METHODOLOGY 

The study proposes to use homogeneous fcrrm to estimate 

the frontier production function in the electric power 

generation industry. Other more desirable fotms e.g~ homothetic 

and flexible can not be used due to inadeq..tacy of data and 

non-availability of computer pmgramnes for such forms. 

The model may be written as :-

y._ ~ ~ "y 

= A. \(· ~;.. R,:_ 
~::.\ ..... 'V\ ~ 

- l1) 

\N~C~.'YI!!, y = OJtput 

k = capital 

L = labour 

~ = raw material 

are the parameters to be estimated. 

Taking natural logarithms (1) becomes linear 
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The estimating form of can be written as 1-

- (~) 

bhere e;_. is the diswrbance term asSJmed to reflect 

efficiency differer.ces. Asa.tming all e~s to be non positive, 

e.q,t3)can be written as 1-

OR 

Summing eCfJation <..5)over c "V\ 

Observations and solving for 

Since term ~ '(;_ is a constant, it can be draped. Dividing 

eq.~aticn~6)by n observations, one obtains objective function 
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to be minimised i.e. 

Minimi~ 

" " " l 
1\ 

.d+"""-"- + ~ + 'Y "( 

$.-\:... 

" " A. " \1\. a + oZJ k.A. + ~ L~ + '"Y R;.. ?-

\:="·""""' 

" " " " a 1 ~ 1 ~ ,"( ? 0 

~QJaticn(~)can alSJ be estimated by using corrected 

c;-dinary least Sq.Jare s. Eq..~ation (3) could have been estimated 

by !VILE. But ~LE is not used in this study becau s~ (a) it gives 

only mean efficiency ever the sample (b) the stati&tical 

properties of MLE in case of estimation of full frontier are . . . . . of. ' 

uncertain c:Ue to non-fulfilment A the regularity condi ticns 

(c) use of MLE req..~ires specification of efficiE.ncy d! stribution 

ta~hich should ideally be based on the economic mechanism 

generating cross section efficiency differences. In absence of 

such information the choice between specifying a distribution 

and not specifying is not clear a.Jt. * 

* Brceck et al 1980. 
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0 A T A 
w 

Since a ptoduction function represents transformation 

of inputs into output, all data used for estimation of ptoduction 

function should be in physical terms. Most of the frontier 

production and average production function estimation studies 

have utilised data expressed in value tei:ms allowing the impact 

of prices to creap in. 

All data used in this study are in physical units. The 

output - electricity generated is expressed in Giga Watt Hours 

(G.W.H.). Electricity generated is clearly a homogeneous 

product and the assumption of homogeneity req..tired for produc-

tion function estimation is satisfied in strict sense. Capital 

is represented by the capac! ty installed to generate electricit}t 

meaSJred in megawatts. Labour is defined in tei:ms of number of 

labourers employed. Since the prime moverw.tee break up of labour 

r> 
employed in State Electricity Boa rds is not available, data 

,./ 

on labour employed in steam stations is obtained by allocating 

total number of labourers employed in the Electricity Boards 
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according to output of steam stations. In order to check 

whether allocation of labour according to output of steam 

stations is justified, the ratios of employment to output 

were corelated and regressed to ratios of steam output.to 

to total output of State Electricity Boards. The results 

of correlat~on and regression analysis for the year 1980-81 

are given in table 13. 

The ratios are poorly correlated and are not statist!-

cally signif~cant. The regression coefficient is also not 

statistically significant with R2, ~41. Therefore, the labour 

can be allocated to steam stations according to their outputs. 

T A B L E - 13 

CORRELATION COEfFICIENT 

REGRESSION COEfFICIENT 

0.39 

(1.1205) 

8.53 
(0.0774) 

0.41 

t values of the coefficients are shown in the parenthesis. 
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Thera are sevm types of fuel that are being used in 

steam based electricity generation. These are coal,lignite, 

furnace oil, light diesel oil, low SJlphur heavy stock, Hot 

heavy and natural gas. The proportion in IJ'lich these fuels 

are used, varies acros~ :the State Electricity Boards. In order 

to take account of different fuel mix, the fuel conoomption is 

meawred by tt:te total heat input used in electricity generation. 

The heat in?Jt is measured in I< callories X 109 and calculated 

by taking coal eq.dvalent of other fuels in tenns of calorific 

value. 

RESULTS -
The features of estimated average ffrontier production 

-2 
function are given in tables 14 and 15. The R in case of ordinary 

least square estimates is 0.93 indicating that the fit· is good. 

Both production functions exhiiit increasing returns to scale. 
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T A B L E - 14 

;..f.::.E~A lU:.:;..:.;R:ES:....::O;.:..F~ES:..:T:.::I.:.:.M.:.:.AT.:.;;E;.::O~AV:.:E::.;R~AG;:.;E=--:.P..:.:R;;OO:.::U::.":C~T.:.;IO::;.N~F.;:;.;UN.;.;.C:-..:T.!J!l. 

• • • 
-2 
R RTS 

1.2019 0.8773 0.1232 0.0733 0.93 1.0738 

(7. 269) (0.945) (1.307) 

NOTE : The fig.Jres in paremthesis indiaate the t values of the 

A 

2.6549 

estimates. (;JI,..o--v' ~ o~ t V o..A..- t.-1 :/ 

:r- ~ ; v- <; ; ' '~"<--· ~ tJ> ""-t~ ? . 
T A 8 L E - 15 

FEATURES Of ESTIMATED FRONTIER PRODUCTION fUNCTION 

• • • 

0.8403 0.0545 0.1143 

I' -.. 

-. 
RTS 

1.0091 
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The intercept of the frontier is higher than the average produc

tion function implying that units on the frontier are technically 

more efficient. The outp.Jt elasticity of labour and capital is 

lower and that of raw material is higher on the frontier than 

the average production function. This implies that units on 

the frontier achieve higher productivity of raw material and the 

improvements in tect;mical efficiency are not labour and capital 

( to a lesser extent ) augmenting. 

The indices of technical efficiency are c~lculated as 

ratio of actual to estimated output and the units are ranked 

according to level of efficiency in table 16. The units of ti'E 

sample appear to be falling into 4 major groups. The first end 

relatively most efficient group comprises of the Electricity 

Boards of G..tjarat and Andhra Pradesh and D.E.s.u •• 

The second and relatively more efficient group consists 

of Electricity Boards of Mahareshtra and Madhya Pradesh. The 

third group at a medium level of efficiency includes the I=Unjab 

Electricity Board and o.v.c. The last and relatively most in-



SN 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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T A 8 L E - 16 

RANKING Of STATE ELECTRICITY BOARDS, D.E.S.U., D. V. C. 

ACaJRDING TO LINEAR PROGRAIV!MING 

INDECES OF TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY 

N!4'1E Of THE BDARD/UNDERTAKir~G INDEX OF TECHNICAL 
CORPORATION EFFICIENCY 

W::J ARAT 1.00 

D.E.s.u. 0.99 

ANDHRA PRADESH 0.99 

MAHARASHTRA 0.86 

MADHYA PRADESH 0.82 

PUN:J AB 0.76 

D. V.C. o. 74 

WEST BENGAL 0.68 

ORISSA ,0.67--

BIHAR 0.60 

ME"N 0.79 
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efficient group consists of the Electricity !bards of Bihar, 

Orissa and West Bengal. 

lhe corrected ordinary least s~are estimates of frontier 

production are aloo calculated and indices of technical efficiency 

based on them are shown in table 17. 

The ranking of units according to corrected least s~ares 

besttd indices of technical efficiency is almost the same as in 

case of linear programming based indlees of technical efficiency. 

The matter of concem from policy point of view, is tc 

find out the sources for variation of efficiency aero ss the 

firms. As discussed earlier, technical efficiency of a firm is 

mainly dependent on (1) vintage of capital (2) skills of labour 

(3) efficiency of management which in tum is a function of a 

number of economic and non-economic factors. The information 

on the variables like vintage of capital and direct meaw res 

of managerial efficiency like education, training and experience 

of managers, is not available. lhe ratio of technical and scient!-



5N 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

a 

9 

10 
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T A B L E - Sl 

RANI<ING Of THE STATE ELECTRICITY 130 AROS,DESU & OVC 

ACCORDING TO CORRECTED ORDINARY LEAST SQUARE 

INDICES Of TECHNICAL EfFICIENCY 

N,AJ\'lE Of THE BOARD/UNDERTAKING/ INDEX Of TECHNICAL 
CORPORATION EffiCIENCY 

Gujarat 1.00 

o.E.s.u. 0.94 

Andhra Pradesh o.a4 

Maharashtra 0.81 

Madhya Pradesh 0.78 

Punjab 0.78 

o.v .c. 0.75 

Orissa o. 72 

West Bengal 0.68 

Bihar 0.57 

Mean 0.78 
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fie officers to non-tectrdcal staff is taken as an index of 

skill intensity of labour. Some of the indirect meaeures of 

managerial efficiency like capacity utilisation, product~on 

workers per eupervisor, auxilary cona.Jmption are taken to 

represent managerial efficiency. The reaJlts of Spearman 

correlation of the above mentioned variables with the L.P. . . 

indices of technical efficiency are given in table 18. All 

the coefficients show expected signs and are satistically 

sign! ficant. 

The Skill intensity of labour is positively and highly 

correlated with the level of technical efficiency implying 

units having higher level of technical efficiency are having 

a high ptoportion of skilled labour. 

The capacity utilisation is also highly and positively 
• 

correlated with the level of technical efficiency. The ratios 

prod.Jction workers/supervisor and auXillary consumption/ gross 

generation, as expected, are negatively correlated to the level 

of technical efficiency indicating that inefficient units are 
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T A 8 L E - 18 

SPEARMAN OORRELATION BET\IJEEN TECHNICAL EfFICIENCY 

AND OTHER VARIABLE 

SN VARIABLE 

1. Technical and 
Scientific officer~/ 
non-technical staff 

2. Capacity/ gross 
generation 

3. Production workers/ 
Supervisor 

4. Ancillary conSJmption/ 
gross generation 

lllEfriCIENT Of 
!DR RELATION 

0.93 

0.98 

6.81 

8.76 

t VALUE 

2.278 

2.9459 

18.017 

23.192 
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charaterised by poor wpervisicn of labour and high conSJmption 

of power in their auxiliaries. 

Thus managerial efficiency does appear to be an important 

determinant of technical efficiency though skill inten~ ty 

of labour also is important. 

lhe section above has discussed the distribution of 

relative efficiency and factors accounting for difference in 

relative efficiency across the units. From the individual 

indices of technical efficiency, it is possible to calculate 

the mean level of efficiency of the ind.astry. lhe mean level 

of efficia1cy from both Linear programming and corrected Least 

Sq.Jare estimates oomes to around 78%. This implies that about 

22% increase in the electricity outf1.1t can be obtained by the 

efficient use of existing resources of the industry, and the 

power deficit of the country which is around 16% can be very 

easily bd.ped out from the existing reSources. 

Since power is a highly capital intensive ind.astry, 
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aiming to bridge the power deficit through addition of 

new capac! ty, \ltlich has been the area of major thrust in 

our power policy, would mean incuring huge amount of addi

tional costs for what could be achieved from existing 

resources. 

There are a number of reasons for low level of 

technical efficiency in the ind.lstry. first, the rate of 

capacity utilisation is very low. As mentioned earlier 

also, the All India MW utilisation in the country is about 

45% implying 55% of the available capacity is not utilised 

d.! ring peak hours. The low level of utilisation of capac! ty 

in electricity generation industry can be attributed to 

· (1) outages - planned and forced (2) partial unavailability 

(3) Lack of demand. 

As the country is suffering from shortage of power, 

the possibility of lack of demand d.lring peak hours is ruled 

out. The capital e~ipment by the nature of production process 

in this industry req.Jires regular maintenance. Therefore plants 
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are not available for generation due to planned shut downs 

for maintenance. Such shut downs do not reflect operational 

inefficiency. The factor that reflects inefficiency in utili

sation of installed capacity is i•fact the unscheduled plant 

shut downs due to forced outages or partial unavailability.*' 

The statistics regarding various components of rates 

of utilisation are given in table 19. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4;. 

5. 

T A B L E - 19 

UTILISATION OF INSTALLED CAPACITY 

IN 1979-80 

Planned Outage s 12.3% 

Forced Outages 19.8% 

plant Availability 68.9% 
Partial Unavailability 23.52% 

Capacity Utilisation 45.41% 

SOURCE t- Rajadhyaksha Committee 1980. 

*'" The 1 partial unavailability' of the plants is defined as 
less than full load generation due to break dobfls of some 
part of the equipment, lack of raw materials etc. 
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The percentages of forced outages and partial unavailability 

are 19% and 23% which are very high and explain the inefficiency 

in utilisation of installed capacity. 

Beside~ a high incediance of forced outages and partial 

unav~rl).abil~ty, the plant availability is further reduc~d due 

to u0 uwally long time taken for planned Ehut tb~;~~ns. ro r example, 

the average time taken for the annual overhaul of bqiler is 

ab9ut. pO days whereas it requires 4 weeks time according to 

experts. 

further, there is negligence in doing overhaul of capital 

like boilers, turbines generators at their due time. This not 

only leads to a higher pcercentage of unscheduled outages but 

also red.Jces their life span. 

Another factor accounting for the poor performance of the 

power indJstry is the low prodJctivity of labour. A very large 

number of people in this industry, as in other fl.lblic sector 

industries, have been employed apparently on the premise that 

as long as the marginal prodJctivity of labour is not zero or 
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minus , employment can be increased. The employees lack the 

sense of belonging to the enterprises which leads to apathe-

tic attitude towards bllrk, low morale and lack of willing 

co-operation and strikes. 

The consumption of raw_ materials in. steam based plants 

in In~ia ~s also on _high side. This is partly dJe to poor 

~ality of rat~ material e.g. high ash content of coal and 

parUy due to ruman failures in proper utilisation e.g. the 

size of coal fed into the boilers is not proper, the foreign 

material present in the coal is not removed, the water used 

is not treated adequantly for silica content leading to rusting of 
--r-:.._ 

-\he. turbines. 

The poor maintenance and utilisation of capital, poor 

management and usage of labour and raw materials clearly ~int 

to the inefficient management of public sector enterprises in 

the indJstry. The State Electricity !bards t~~allow in almost 

feudal culture. lhe boards are in overall control of State 

Govemments and are run as extentions of burea.tcracy. All 

important appointments are political and the interference with 
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working of the Boards is too much. 

Also, there is lack of sense of belonging to the 

Boards among the managers which leads to apathy and lack 

of_ interest in work. IY"iOreov~r, in absence of competition, 

there is no stimules to exert, innovate and improve. 

J:)erhap_s, the most. important re~irement of the power 

industry, at present is the replacement of existing burea-

cratic _system by the professionalised autonomous management 

equipped with skills and motivation to ensure effective and 

efficient management. In fact, the Electricity Act 194B,under 

which the State Electricity Ebards came into being,envisaged 

them to be professionally managed, autonomous agencies 1\Jnning 

on quasi - commercial lines. The policy of operation on non

commercial lines i.e. the consumers, specially. so called priority 

sectors, are to be supplied electricity without reference to 

cost of generation has not only made the industry insolvent but 

also provided a protection to inefficiency. If only the Boards 

are allowed to work as conceived by the Act, the efficiency of 

the industry can be increased considerably • 

••• 
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